
GOOD NEWS BEARS CLUB

BIBLE DISCOVERY
“Daniel and the Lion’s Den”

Recommended for: Preschool, Elementary

LESSON AIM: To understand God hears us when we pray and answers our
prayers.

MEMORY VERSE: “My God sent his angels to close the lions’ mouths. They have not
hurt me, because my God knows I’m innocent.” Daniel 6:22   (Use
underlined portion for preschool children.)

SUPPLIES: “Pin the tail on the Lion,” poster, tails, blind fold, large brown
bags, lots of  newspaper, stapler, black crayon or marker,
construction paper, scissors, glue, yellow yarn.

OPTION:  Posters/pictures of lions or stuffed animals, pictionary
subjects to act out

OPENING: As club members arrive ask them if they have ever been in a 
fearful situation. Explain that during this club time they will be hearing
about a man who obeyed God even though he was in a dangerous
situation.  God delivered him.

OPTION 1:   Have a “pin the tail on the lion” game. This can be a poster
purchased from a bookstore or you can draw a lion. Make the lion tails of
construction paper and blindfold each child and allow the children to take
turns until all students have arrived.  (If you choose to use tape rather than
pins for this game, laminate or cover the poster with contact paper so it
can be used again.)

OPTION 2:  As the children arrive, discuss their week.  Discuss how
sometimes we face situations that are hard to deal with but God is always
there to help us.  Have the children share experiences that have happened
to them when God delivered them. (ie; car accident, earthquake fire) 

BIBLE DISCOVERY: Relate the account of Daniel in the Lion’s den
(Daniel 6:1-28). Act out the story.  After discussing the story with the
children ask them the following questions.



• Have you ever been so afraid that you didn’t know what to do?

• Did you remember to pray to God and ask Him for help?

ACTIVITY:   FOR PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN:
Here is an exciting way to re-tell the story of Daniel in the Lion’s Den. 
(Directions following).  After your preschoolers make the paper-bag-
stuffed lions, re-enact the story through role play. Choose a Daniel, King
Darius, and the princes. Set aside a corner of your room for the lion’s den.
Replace the paper bag lion’s “den” with a few growling children. Your
children will love it. Remind them that God is able to deliver them.

PAPER BAG STUFFED LIONS:
Give each child a large brown paper bag. Stuff the bag with newspaper.
Staple the ends closed.  Draw a face with black crayon. Cut out feet from
construction paper and glue them to the bottom of the lion. Glue on pieces
of yellow yarn for the mane, braid yellow yarn for the tail and attach with
glue or a stapler. 

FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN: Decorate the classroom like a lion’s
den. Have the children bring stuffed lions or posters of lions to decorate
the room. Re-enact the story of Daniel, using several (children) ferocious
lions.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: Lion’s Cub game.  Procedure: Players sit in
semicircle.  One player is selected to be the Lion.  The Lion sits with eyes
closed facing away from other players.  The Lion’s Cub (toy lion) is placed
directly behind the Lion.  One at a time, players form the semicircle sneak
up behind the Lion and try to take the Lion’s Cub.  If the Lion can hear the
player approaching, he or she roars like a lion and that player sits down.  If
the Lion does not hear the player, that player takes the Lion’s Cub and
returns to his or her seat.  The player hides the Lion’s Cub behind him or
herself.  The rest of the group then chants, “Lion, Lion, where is your
cub?”  The Lion turns around and has three chances to guess who has his
Cub.  If the Lion guesses incorrectly, the group says, “No!”  If the Lion
guesses correctly, the group applauds.  The player with the Lion’s Cub
becomes the next Lion.

SNACK: Create a snack that relates to the story. Try crackers spread with
peanut butter, raisin dots for the lion’s eye’s, cheese strips for a mane and
whiskers, licorice for nose and mouth.

CONCLUSION: Pray with the children about hard situations they are
facing.




